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How to Profit From The Great American Oil Boom
Just Like Warren Buffett?

Warren

Buffet, the

world’s

number one

investor and

one of the

richest men

on the planet

recently made

three very

large bets that

had the

financial press

somewhat

surprised. 

The first was when he bought Burlington Northern Santa Fe rail for $26 billion, his largest aquisiton to date. Buffett called

the move an “All in wager on the US economy” but upon closer look, could it really be an all in wager on the hydraulic

fracking boom that is sweeping the country?

The railroad is perfectly positioned to not only move crude but also move

the equipment needed for fracking in the Bakken Shale region of North

Dakota, a region that is one of the hot spots on the newly energized US

energy sector thanks to the technology of fracking, which is the use of

sand and water to fracture shale rock to extract more oil than was

previously available with older drilling methods. 

If you combine the BNSF rail play with a more recent $500 million dollar

bet that buffet made on Suncor Energy which produced 328,000 barrels

per day of tar sands crude, using fracking so far this year.

And third the $3.74 billion dollar buy of Exxon Mobile, it seems the

Oracle of Omaha really likes what he sees in this new energy revolution

we are seeing thanks to fracking…
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But this begs the question what is the small investor to do to cash in

on the fracking revolution?

You could buy a share of Bershire Hathaway, Buffett’s holding company,

but that would run you over $173,500 for one share. Buying Exxon is the

type of slow, long term play that Buffett loves but does not really suit the

smaller investor looking for huge gains quickly.

“In my research on this question I have come across a little known

gem of a company that is right in the center of the fracking revolution

that Buffett and the large institutional investors are betting on.”

The company is called Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) and they are a small company based in Nevada. What Tiger

Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) does is locate either wells that were once producing oil before the advances in fracking

came about and then reopen those wells using the new fracking technology, or find wells that are in presently productive

regions and begin drilling, of course using fracking as well.

Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) focuses in two highly productive region of the US at the moment Kansas and

Oklahoma.

Oklahoma is the 3rd largest producer of Natural Gas in the country and the 5th largest producer of crude.

Kansas is the 9th largest producer of both Natural Gas and Crude in the country..

The obvious brilliance of the Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) business

model is that they are either going into a well that has produced profitably

in the past or to an area with many current operating wells and  using the

most up to date technology available to either restart or begin production.

It is just plain common sense to grasp that if there was oil being pulled in

the past using antiquated methods and now Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. (

TGRO ) comes in using the latest extraction techniques that have proven

time and time again to massively increase oil extraction amounts where

ever they are tried, then we have a profitable formula.

On the new drilling sites Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) is

partnering with experienced drillers and once again using cutting edge fracking technology to ensure the

maximum extraction. 
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An example of such a joint venture was just announced by Tiger Oil and

Energy Inc. ( TGRO ). The company has just partnered on three new

wells in Crowley County Kansas with Texas operator ToTo Energy.

Toto already has 100,000 acres under lease in Kansas and is up and

running on 8 wells. They are exactly the type of experienced operator that

Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) is looking to partner with. 

One of the other things that impressed me about Tiger Oil and Energy Inc.

( TGRO ) was the depth of experience on the management team. The

company is headed up by Ken Liebscher Ken has a wealth of international

drilling and mining experience and has 35 years of corporate management under his belt. Ken headed up a major expansion

for a manufacturing firm that he was a senior executive in and grew the revenues to north of $300 million dollars. He is

just the type of seasoned veteran that I look for in my research for hidden value in the small cap market.

So not only is Tiger’s leadership strong the company is riding on the back

of what is the biggest revolution in American Energy this century. There

is a reason why Buffett is so focused on energy at the moment.

Fracking has literally changed the landscape of american energy and is

providing the biggest bright spot in an otherwise very lackluster

economy. 

According to Mark Finley of British Petroleum in 2011 thanks to fracking

the US surpassed Russia as the biggest producer of natural gas in the

world.

US oil exports are up 150% in the last three years.

US petrol trade deficit is down to $244 billion from $500 billion in 2008.

US crude production is up from 5 mill barrels per day in 08′ to $7 million

barrels per day today.

US oil imports are at the lowest levels since 1999.

And all of this good news is due to the amazing fracking breakthrough. As

small investors it would be ashame to miss out on what the experts are

calling “The Great American Oil and Gas Boom”.

“After doing alot of digging I am confident that Tiger Oil and Energy

Inc. ( TGRO ) is a perfect little gem for the small investor who wants to ride the fracking wave to huge

returns.”

The company has a simple and solid business plan, basically take full advantage of the available fracking technology to

increase production in older wells and break new ground on wells in proven areas in partnership with proven performers.

Clearly the revenue model has been around since man discovered oil, once you have found it you have the most saleable
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commodity in the world on your hands so getting rid of it is no problem whatsoever.

Tiger Oil and Energy Inc. ( TGRO ) has my full seal of approval and I think is a perfect play for the small

investor wanting their share of the fracking revolution..

Editors Note: We have received many questions and comments asking how to invest in stocks and shares. To

buy and sell stocks you’ll need a brokerage account, we have compiled a PDF list of the best and most

trusted online brokers. Click Here to Download the PDF (http://invests.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/brokers.pdf)

Also note when buying shares there is no minimum. It is possible to buy a single share or 100,000 shares.

Most online brokers will be happy to assist you in the process.

Add Your Comments Below

http://invests.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/brokers.pdf
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Disclaimer: This release/advertorial is a commercial advertisement and is for general information purposes only. We are engaged in the business

of marketing and advertising companies for monetary compensation. Never invest in any stock featured on our site or emails unless you can

afford to lose your entire investment. It is possible that a viewer’s entire investment may be lost or impaired due to the speculative nature of the

companies profiled. Remember, never invest in any security of a company profiled or discussed on this website unless you can afford to lose

your entire investment. Also, investing in small-cap and micro-cap securities is highly speculative and carries an extremely high degree of risk.

This website makes no recommendation that the securities of the companies profiled or discussed on this website should be purchased, sold or

held by viewers that learn of the profiled companies through our website. Please review all investment decisions with a licensed investment

advisor. Please also note Invests.com is paid for t his advertorial advertorial. Invests.com expects to receive $1,250,000.00 for publication of

this advertorial by StockTips.com. This is not an offer to buy or sell any security.

This Advertorial contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. This Report contains or incorporates by reference

forward-looking statements, including certain information with respect to plans and strategies of the featured Company. As such, any

statements contained herein or incorporated herein by reference that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forward-looking

statements. Without limiting the foregoing, the words “believe(s)” “anticipate(s)”, “plan(s)” “expect(s)” “project(s)” “will” “make” “told” and

similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. There are a number of important factors that could cau se actual events

or actual results of the Company to differ materially from these indicated by such forward-looking statements. Certain statements contained

herein constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and 21E of the Exchange Act of

1934. Such statements include, without limitation, statements regarding business, financing, business trends, future operating revenues and

expenses. There can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Investors are cautioned that any forward-looking

statements made by the Company, or contained in this Report are not guarantees of future performance, and that the Issuer’s actual results may

differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. Difference in results can be caused by various factors including, but not

limited to, the Company’s ability to be able to successfully complete planned funding agreements, to successfully m arket its products in

competitive industries or to effectively implement its business plan or strategies. To reiterate, information presented in this Report contains

“forward-looking statements”. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans,

projections, objectives, goals, assumptions, or future events or performance are not statements of historical fact and may be “forward-looking

statements.” Forward-looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and projections at the time the statements are made that involve

a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward-

looking statements in this Report may be identified through the use of words such as “expects,” “will,” “anticipates,” “estimates,” “believes,”

“may,” or by st atements indicating certain actions “may,” “could,” or “might” occur. More information on the Company may be found at

http://www.sec.gov; readers can review all public filings by the Company at the SEC’s EDGAR page.

Neither Invests.com, nor StockTips.com, are certified financial analysts or licensed in the securities industry in any manner. The information in

this Advertorial is subjective opinion and may not be complete, accurate or current and was paid for, so this could create a conflict of interest.
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